BE UNIQUE

be unique

Need a chrash course in uniqueness? Time to get
moving once again. You have always set new courses,
you have never been interested in the “norm”, and
you have never been afraid of the exceptional. That’s
exactly why the FJORD 40 open is the power
boat that will provide you with gratification unlike any
you have yet to experience. You will also get a firsthand look at what the Open provides in addition
to its striking design.
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impressive design
What makes the FJORD 40 open so special are
her characteristic lines and innovative design which give her
an unique, modern look. Vertical bow, sharp edges, precise
horizontal lines and clean surfaces: these are elements
of a style reduced to the minimum. Each detail is created
exactly according to its function. Furthermore, the

FJORD 40 open is finished with many special
features that will blow you away.

new exciting design, shaped like no other yacht with her
vertical bow and long, crisp lines
frameless windshield creates unlimited open feeling
individually hand-built for the client by boatbuilding craftsmen
every single FJORD 40 open is unique, a beautifully 		
customized one-off

feel free
wherever you are

outstanding performance

Get into gear once again! The experience starts with the first turn
of the ignition key. Before you begin to pull out of the marina,
you realize you’re experiencing a new class of motor yachts.
The In-board Performance System of the Volvo Penta allows you
to elegantly turn out of the marina and powerfully lift the bow
out of the water. But the most surprising thing for you and your
passengers will be how quiet the FJORD 40 open is,
no matter what the performance demands are.

spacious sports cruiser with excellent performance and
efficiency in all conditions, even the most extreme!
up to 40 knots, great feel and high fun factor
long range capability

power for propulsion: two Volvo IPS engines with 370 hp or 435 hp

comfortable handling
Wherever you pop up with the FJORD 40 open , you will
attract the jealous looks of admirers – even on the most exclusive
coasts. But an incredibly unique experience is reserved just for you;
docking the Open. With the magnificent IPS propulsion system, you
can park your Open, exactly where you want to: in narrow ports, on a
big yacht or on jetty for the port bar.

easy handling and precise docking with joystick control
functional – tremendously dry with great storage
for diving equipment or for wake boarding
hydraulic anchor arm

easy to use: the electric anchor

safe & relaxing
The relaxation begins with your first step on the FJORD

40 open . Serve cool drinks to your family and friends in
the spacious seating area in the aft and turn the ignition key.
You can hardly hear the motors start. Once its two powerful
Volvo engines have got delivered you far enough offshore,
the children can have fun jumping off the bathing platform and you
relax on your king size sun lounger – or have a party on board.

hull from serial production, proven boat design by Patrick Banfield
huge bulwarks to make the stay on board safer
kitchen, bar with refrigerator, helm station all on one level
spacious, comfortable seating areas for 8 passengers
large relaxing spaces for lounging with unique shade options

spacious deck: for family and friends, for having lunch or a sunbath
perfect for lunch: small kitchen in the cockpit

owner cabin with king-size bed

integrated refrigerator
bathroom with rainfall shower

welcome home
The more you sail, the more you’ll feel
at home in the FJORD 40 open .
The yacht offers magnificent, king-sized living
quarters with a unique rainfall type shower.
Even here you are in control, specifying the
details, the wood and the fabrics. The Open
will open up your mind.

set up in a matter of seconds: bimini sunshade for foredeck and aft
docking station: good sound

smart

&

stylish details

Your favourite beats, played with a punchy sound.
Chilled drinks ready to hand. Illuminated water at mild
summer nights: It´s the details that make life on board
vibrant and exciting. Your FJORD 40 open offers
all the technical features to create the ultimate boating
atmosphere. Whatever you do an deck: You´ ll do it in
style and with perfect ease.

discreet luxury: refrigerator under the seats

audio control station: perfect sound from anywhere
enjoyable at night: the underwater lighting

very comfortable: hydraulic anchor arm

COLOURS & MATERIALS
The FJORD 40 open is sure to be your liking whilst maintaining
the hull and waterline can be painted in a great variety of colours

first-class quality: the upholstery and furniture

incredible uniqueness. You choose the colors and the furnishings all the waydown to the type of cushioning. One thing is clear: you’re in possession of
something one-of-a-kind. An Open yacht is always a custom yacht.

BE UNIQUE
technical details
LOA

12.84 m

Beam

3.99 m

Diesel Capacity

approx. 970 l

Water

approx. 315 l

Displacement
CE Category
Speed
Engine
Design
Interior

42‘ 1“
13‘ 1“
213 UK gal
69 UK gal

approx. 9.98 t 9 UK t
B
approx. 30 up to 40 knots

2 x 370 HP IPS 500
option 2 x 435 HP IPS 600
Allseas Design
Design Unlimited

Modifications and errors reserved. Valid 2017.
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This brochure is not contractual. The yachts depicted partly comprise special equipment not included in the standard scope of supply. Illustrations may not
correspond with current versions. Subject to alterations in design and equipment without notice and errors excepted. Printing: Druckhaus Panzig. Design:
smz GmbH
CIBF40O/D/GB0718
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